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Due to an unfortunate turn of events this article was

published with an erroneous title and abstract. Please

find on this page the correct title and abstract that

should be regarded by the reader as the final version.

Abstract Non-destructive neutron radiography is used

to study the different processes of liquid transport in

Scots pine sapwood and heartwood. The spatial and

temporal changes in moisture content and saturation

degree, measured at high resolution, are provided for

water uptake in longitudinal, radial and tangential

directions. Liquid uptake in sapwood, compared to in

heartwood, is found to be faster and more homogeneous.

Latewood cells are the preferential pathways for

longitudinal and tangential uptake in both sapwood

and heartwood resulting in strongly non-uniform water

fronts. In radial uptake, water accumulates first in the

border between growth layers. While the moisture

content profiles vary strongly between earlywood and

latewood layers, the corresponding swelling strain

profiles change smoothly due to the mechanical inter-

action between the different layers. Long term exper-

iments in laboratory show three phases of uptake: a first

fast phase, a second slower phase and a third phase

reaching capillary saturation. The main difference

between sapwood and heartwood uptake takes place

in the first phase when liquid is mainly transported in

the lumen, until moisture reaches the top of the sample.

After that, both wood types behave similarly, uptake is

followed by a slower adsorption in the wood cell walls

and liquid redistribution in perpendicular to the uptake

direction until the sample is almost totally saturated.

These findings are of interest for future studies

on durability and treatability of pine sapwood and

heartwood.

The online version of the original article can be found under

doi:10.1617/s11527-013-0112-7.
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